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Abstract
This paper describes constructions for strength-2 mixed covering arrays developed from index-1 orthogonal arrays, ordered
designs and covering arrays. The constructed arrays have optimal or near-optimal sizes. Conditions for achieving optimal size are
described. An optimization among the different ingredient arrays to maximize the number of factors of each alphabet size is also
presented.
c© 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Covering arrays are generalizations of orthogonal arrays with applications to testing software and network systems.
The case in which covering arrays have mixed alphabet sizes is particularly important for such applications because
real-world systems typically do not have test parameters with the same number of different values. Using orthogonal
arrays, ordered designs and covering arrays as ingredients, this paper presents some general constructions which yield
families of mixed covering arrays with optimal or near-optimal sizes. The paper describes conditions for achieving
optimal size and an optimization to maximize the number of factors of each alphabet size. References [2,3,5,9] and
the papers they cite describe recent related work.
Theorem 6.1 of Reference [5] gives a very general product construction for mixed covering arrays. The current
paper builds on these results. Theorems 1 and 2 are used to construct families of optimal mixed arrays; the
constructions are shown to be recursive applications of Theorem 6.1 using specific ingredients. Theorem 3 of this
paper develops these ideas for larger optimal arrays by using an increased alphabet size for one factor, with ingredient
arrays having a particular structure, to expand the numbers of factors with smaller alphabet sizes. Theorem 3 extends
the results of Theorem 6.1 using familiar ingredients in a novel construction, to obtain families of mixed covering
arrays with optimal or near-optimal sizes. Finally the construction is generalized to include additional ingredient
types, which enable an optimization of the number of factors for each alphabet size. These results are important for
applications of mixed covering arrays because they describe how to construct optimal and near-optimal arrays with a
variety of alphabet sizes and with optimized numbers of factors.
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The remainder of this introduction provides definitions and notation conventions used in the paper. Section 2
introduces the construction for the case in which the mixed covering array size equals that of the ingredient orthogonal
array. Section 3 extends the construction to larger sizes and describes the conditions to achieve optimal array size.
Section 4 describes the use of these ideas to maximize the numbers of factors for a given optimal array size.
A covering array CA(N ; k, v) of size N , degree k and order v is an N × k array of v symbols in which every
subarray of 2 distinct columns contains every pair of v symbols in at least one row. It is a generalization of an index-1
orthogonal array OA(u2; n, u) of size u2, degree n and order u. The orthogonal array is a u2× n array in which every
subarray of 2 distinct columns contains every pair of u symbols in exactly one row. Its size represents a lower bound
for a covering array of the same order: N ≥ v2.
In this paper, we construct a mixed covering array MCA(N ; k,∏ j vk jj ), an N ×k array in which different columns
have different alphabet sizes. The multiple alphabet sizes are indicated by the product vk11 v
k2
2 · · · v
k j
j · · · in which k j
columns have v j symbols, and k = ∑ j k j . A mixed covering array contains in every subarray of 2 distinct columns
every pair from the corresponding alphabets in at least one row.
One lower bound on the size N of a mixed covering array is the product of the alphabet sizes of the 2 columns with
the largest alphabet sizes. This lower bound Nopt provides the definition for an array of optimal size in this paper. In
some of the constructions optimal size may not be achieved, but the size will be bounded: N < Nopt+u. We call such
arrays near-optimal. A second, less restrictive definition would have the optimal size be the minimal array size given
its other parameters. The optimal arrays described here satisfy both definitions. However we note that because Nopt is
not always the greatest lower bound on N , it may be possible that some near-optimal arrays are of minimal size.
One of the ingredients for the mixed covering array will be an ordered design. An ordered design OD(w(w − 1);
m, w) of size w(w− 1), degree m and order w is a w(w− 1)×m array in which every subarray of 2 distinct columns
contains every pair of distinct symbols in exactly one row.
In this paper, we adopt the convention that the alphabet sizes v1, v2, . . . are in decreasing order. The symbols for
alphabet size v j are taken from Zv j , and entries denoted by ? are “don’t care” unassigned values.
2. Mixed covering arrays of size N = u2
One well known way to construct a mixed covering array is to start with a covering array with an order v ≥ v j , for
every column j and corresponding alphabet size v j of the mixed covering array. Then the extra values in each column
become “don’t care” ? values and can be assigned arbitrarily.
Fig. 1 illustrates this approach to construct the MCA(25; 6, 5531) from an OA(25; 6, 5). In this example, there
are 10 unassigned values in the column with alphabet size 3. Six of these values can be assigned using an ordered
design OD(6; 3, 3) (Fig. 2) to expand the array to a MCA(25; 8, 5533). The chosen expansion column is repeated
m = 3 times, and the 6 rows from the ordered design are assigned to the ? positions. In this example, we are left with
4 unused expansion rows, which are not enough to repeat this process. However, if we had used an alphabet size of
w = 2, there would be 15 expansion rows, so we could repeat the process 7 times to get a MCA(25; 133, 552128).
Theorem 1. Given an orthogonal array OA(u2; n, u) and an ordered design OD(w(w − 1);m, w), with w < u, and
given a column expansion degree r such that rw(w − 1) ≤ u(u − w), there is a mixed covering array
MCA(u2; n + mr − 1, un−1wmr ).
The size of the mixed covering array is optimal when n > 2.
Proof. Construction for r = 1: Choose any column from the orthogonal array to expand. The alphabet size for this
expansion column will be reduced from u to w to form the covering array. Each of the symbols from Zw occurs in
the expansion column exactly u times because it is paired with each of the orthogonal array symbols. Thus only uw
rows are needed in the expansion column for coverage. The remaining u2 − uw rows are designated expansion rows.
Replace the expansion column with the u2 × m subarray formed by repeating the expansion column m times. In the
subarray replace anyw(w−1) of the expansion rows with the rows of the ordered design. There are enough expansion
rows because for r = 1, w(w − 1) ≤ u(u − w), which is the number of expansion rows.
Coverage for r = 1: The expanded array is a covering array if the subarray is a covering array because the unchanged
columns of the orthogonal array form a covering array with each subarray column individually. The subarray is a
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Fig. 1. MCA(25; 6, 5531).
Fig. 2. OD(6; 3, 3).
covering array because (a) each symbol is paired with itself in a row from the orthogonal array, and (b) each symbol
is paired with all the other symbols in the expansion rows from the ordered design.
Construction for r > 1: If r > 1, replace each of the expanded columns with the u2 × m subarray formed by
repeating the column m times. In each subarray replace any w(w− 1) of the remaining expansion rows with the rows
of the ordered design. Repeat this process recursively a total of r times. There are enough expansion rows because
rw(w − 1) ≤ u(u − w), which is the number of expansion rows.
Parameters: In each of the r expansions, the number of expanded columns is multiplied m times. Thus there are mr
columns resulting from the expansions, for a total of n +mr − 1 columns in the expanded array. The size of the array
is unchanged. For n > 2 there are at least 2 columns with u symbols in the constructed array. Thus the size N = u2
is optimal.
Coverage for r > 1: After each expansion the resulting array is a covering array if the new subarrays are covering
arrays. This is because (1) the unchanged columns of the orthogonal array form a covering array with each subarray
column individually, and (2) pairs of columns from different subarrays cover as follows: (a) Each symbol is paired
with itself in a row from the orthogonal array, and (b) each symbol is paired with all the other symbols in the ordered
design rows for a previous expansion. Each new subarray is a covering array because (a) each symbol is paired with
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itself in a row from the orthogonal array, and (b) each symbol is paired with all the other symbols in the ordered design
rows for the current expansion. Thus the array resulting from r expansions is a covering array. 
The expansion of a single column can be generalized to expand more columns. The expansions of the different
columns are independent of each other in that the covering pairs for different expansion columns occur in the rows of
the original orthogonal array which are not expanded. Alphabet sizes of the different expansion columns can be the
same or different. The upper bound on the expansion degree for a particular column depends on the alphabet size of
that column, and not on whether or how any other columns are expanded.
Theorem 2. Given an orthogonal array OA(u2; n, u) and a column expansion number s, 1 ≤ s ≤ n, and given s
ordered designs OD(w j (w j − 1);m j , w j ), with w j < u for 1 ≤ j ≤ s, and given s expansion degrees r j such that
r jw j (w j − 1) ≤ u(u − w j ), there is a mixed covering array
MCA
(
u2; n − s +
s∑
j=1
m
r j
j , u
n−s
s∏
j=1
w
m
r j
j
j
)
.
The size of the mixed covering array is optimal when s ≤ n − 2.
Proof. Construction: Apply the construction of Theorem 1 independently to any s columns of the orthogonal array.
There are enough expansion rows because r jw j (w j − 1) ≤ u(u − w j ), which is the number of expansion rows for
column j .
Parameters: For each expansion column j there is a total of m
r j
j resulting columns. The number of unchanged columns
from the orthogonal array is n − s. Thus there is a total of k = n − s +∑sj=1 mr jj columns in the expanded array.
The size of the array is unchanged. For n − s ≥ 2 there are at least 2 columns with u symbols, and the size N = u2 is
optimal.
Coverage: Consider the coverage of any pair of different columns in the expanded array according to the following
four cases.
(1) Two columns not expanded from the orthogonal array: All symbol pairs are included because they remain from
the orthogonal array rows.
(2) One column not expanded from the orthogonal array and one column expanded: As in Theorem 1 all symbol pairs
are included because they remain from the orthogonal array rows.
(3) Two columns expanded from the same orthogonal array column j : As in Theorem 1 all symbol pairs are included
because (a) each symbol is paired with itself in a row from the orthogonal array, and (b) each symbol is paired
with all the other symbols in the expansion rows from the ordered design for column j .
(4) Two columns expanded from different orthogonal array columns: All symbol pairs are included because they
remain from the orthogonal array rows.
These cases are the only choices for a pair of columns, so the resulting array is a covering array. 
Theorems 1 and 2 are motivated by the construction Chateauneuf and Kreher [2] give in Theorem 4.2, which
is based on earlier work [10,11,13]. They exploit the “don’t care” positions to construct the “product” without
increasing the size of the original array. Further, the recursion of the expansion allows us to continue to multiply
the number of columns without exceeding the optimal array size, as long as a sufficient number of expansion rows is
available. Theorems 1 and 2 also can be viewed as recursive applications of [5, Thm. 6.1] using specific ingredients.
In the notation of [5, Thm. 6.1], the orthogonal array corresponds to the SMCA(u(u − 1); 2, (n − 1, 1), un) A,
with profile components d j = (u − 1)(u − w j ) after the alphabet size u is reduced to w j . The ordered design
for column j corresponds to the SMCA(w j (w j − 1); 2, (m j , 0), wm jj ) B j , and unexpanded columns use the trivial
SMCA(0; 2, (1, 0), u1) for B j .
Table 1 lists parameters for small examples of mixed covering arrays of size N = u2 with 2 alphabet sizes. The
largest column expansion degrees r are used, and the array sizes are optimal for column expansion number s ≤ n− 2.
If not specified, s takes its maximum value for optimal array size: When n = 3, s = 1.
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Table 1
Parameters for mixed covering arrays from ordered design column expansion, with size N = u2 and 2 alphabet sizes
u n w m r N v1 k1 v2 k2
3 4 2 2 1 9 3 4− s 2 2s
4 5 2 2 4 16 4 5− s 2 24s
5 6 2 2 7 25 5 6− s 2 27s
3 3 1 25 5 6− s 3 3s
6 3 2 2 12 36 6 2 2 212
3 3 3 36 6 2 3 33
4 4 1 36 6 2 4 4
7 8 2 2 17 49 7 8− s 2 217s
3 3 4 49 7 8− s 3 34s
4 4 1 49 7 8− s 4 4s
8 9 2 2 24 64 8 9− s 2 224s
3 3 6 64 8 9− s 3 36s
4 4 2 64 8 9− s 4 42s
5 5 1 64 8 9− s 5 5s
9 10 2 2 31 81 9 10− s 2 231s
3 3 9 81 9 10− s 3 39s
4 4 3 81 9 10− s 4 43s
5 5 1 81 9 10− s 5 5s
10 4 2 2 40 100 10 4− s 2 240s
3 3 11 100 10 4− s 3 311s
4 4 5 100 10 4− s 4 45s
5 5 2 100 10 4− s 5 52s
6 3 1 100 10 4− s 6 3s
3. Mixed covering arrays of size N > u2
In principle, for 1 ≤ s ≤ n, we can construct a covering array with w j ≤ u and values for r j with no upper bound,
although the size will grow beyond that of the orthogonal array: N > u2. Each expansion column will need
N j = r jw j (w j − 1)+ uw j
rows. Thus there will be a mixed covering array
MCA
(
N ; n − s +
s∑
j=1
m
r j
j , u
n−s
s∏
j=1
w
m
r j
j
j
)
,
with a size N = NJ , in which J designates an expansion column where N j takes its maximum value. Typically the
size of such an array will not be optimal.
However, if one column of the orthogonal array has its alphabet size increased, there are covering arrays for larger
values of w j and r j which may be optimal. The idea is similar to the alphabet size increase that Moura et al. [9] use
in Theorem 3.1 to construct optimal mixed arrays from smaller ones. The difference here is that additional columns
will result also.
To develop this construction we require an ordered design with a special property. A Latin ordered design
LOD(w(w − 1);m, w) is an ordered design OD(w(w − 1);m, w) partitioned into w × m Latin rectangles. A Latin
ordered design has the property that every column of each Latin rectangle contains all w symbols. Latin ordered
designs of strength 2 have (w − 1) Latin rectangles, and for w a prime power, there is a Latin ordered design with
Latin squares of orderw. For example, we can choose the element of Latin square h in row i and column j to be i+hj ,
with addition and multiplication from GF(w) and h 6= 0. This choice gives us the w − 1 Latin squares from Bush’s
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Fig. 3. LOD(12; 4, 4).
Fig. 4. MCA(32; 17, 61534439).
construction for a strength-2 orthogonal array [1,6]. If w is not a prime power, we can use the trivial Latin ordered
design consisting of w×2 Latin rectangles: In Latin rectangle h, the elements of row i are (i, i + h (mod w)), h 6= 0.
Now consider the example of a mixed covering array MCA(32; 17, 61534439) constructed from an orthogonal
array OA(25; 6, 5) and two Latin ordered designs, LOD(6; 3, 3) and LOD(12; 4, 4), shown in Figs. 2 and 3.
Fig. 4 illustrates the resulting mixed covering array. In this case, 7 additional rows will be needed to expand a
column with alphabet size 4. We can choose a column not to expand and instead place a 6th symbol in 5 of its new
rows. During the column expansions we choose expansion rows so that a Latin rectangle is contained in the rows of
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each new symbol. In Fig. 4 columns are partitioned left to right as (a) the incremented column with alphabet size 6,
(b) 3 unexpanded columns with alphabet size 5, (c) 4 expanded columns with alphabet size 4, and (d) 9 expanded
columns with alphabet size 3. Rows are partitioned top to bottom as (a) 25 orthogonal array rows, (b) 5 pairing
subarray rows containing the new symbol in the incremented column, and (c) 2 leftover subarray rows. The bold
symbols are from the ordered designs.
Theorem 3. Given an orthogonal array OA(u2; n, u) and a column expansion number s, 1 ≤ s < n, and given s
Latin ordered designs LOD(w j (w j − 1);m j , w j ), with w j ≤ u for 1 ≤ j ≤ s, and s expansion degrees r j such that
r jw j (w j − 1) > u(u − w j ) for one or more values of j , and given
NJ = smax
j=1
{r jw j (w j − 1)+ uw j },
there is a mixed covering array
MCA
(
NJ ; n − s +
s∑
j=1
m
r j
j , v
1
1u
n−s−1
s∏
j=1
w
m
r j
j
j
)
,
in which the largest alphabet size v1 = b NJu c. The size of the array is optimal when s ≤ n−2 or there is an expansion
column with w j = u, and u divides NJ .
Proof. Construction: Choices for w j and r j for the s expansion columns determine the values for NJ and v1. NJ −u2
rows will be appended to the orthogonal array. Consider the following two cases relating the number of appended
rows to u.
(1) NJ − u2 ≥ u. Choose any column from the orthogonal array. The alphabet size of this incremented column
will be increased to v1. (The incremented column will not be expanded.) Partition the appended rows into u × n
pairing subarrays and (if u does not divide NJ ) one leftover subarray containing fewer than u rows. In each of
the v1 − u pairing subarrays fill the incremented column with one of the unused symbols from Zv1 . Symbols
in the incremented column of the leftover subarray are left unspecified. Apply the construction of Theorem 1
independently to any other s columns of the orthogonal array, selecting the expansion rows as follows. For each
expansion column, place one Latin rectangle from the Latin ordered design into each of the pairing subarrays.
There are enough expansion rows in each pairing subarray because u ≥ w j . This step can assign up to (v1−u)w j
expansion rows of the r jw j (w j − 1) needed.
(a) If r jw j (w j−1) > (v1−u)w j , use any remaining expansion rows to assign the remaining rows from the Latin
ordered design. There are enough expansion rows because r jw j (w j − 1) ≤ NJ − uw j , which is the number
of expansion rows available.
(b) If r jw j (w j − 1) = (v1 − u)w j , the assignment of Latin ordered design rows is complete.
(c) If r jw j (w j−1) < (v1−u)w j , place one of the previously assigned Latin rectangles into each of the remaining
pairing subarrays.
If s < n − 1, there are one or more unexpanded columns. In each unexpanded column in each pairing subarray,
assign each of the symbols from Zu to one of the rows.
(2) NJ − u2 < u. The alphabet size will not be increased above u. The appended rows form a leftover subarray.
Expand the orthogonal array by applying the construction of Theorem 1 independently to any s columns. There
are enough expansion rows because r jw j (w j −1) ≤ NJ −uw j , which is the number of expansion rows available.
Parameters: For each expansion column j there is a total of m
r j
j resulting columns. The number of unexpanded
columns from the orthogonal array is n − s. Thus there is a total of k = n − s +∑sj=1 mr jj columns in the expanded
array. The size of the array is N = NJ = maxsj=1{r jw j (w j − 1) + uw j } which is just large enough to contain the
Latin ordered design rows and the orthogonal array rows for the expansion column(s) requiring the most rows. When
s = n − 2 or there is an expansion column with w j = u, at least one of the orthogonal array columns retains the
alphabet size u. Since NJ > u2, v1 = b NJu c ≥ u. Then the two largest alphabet sizes of the expanded array are v1
and u. Since there is only one column with alphabet size v1, the array size will be optimal if N = v1u. If u divides
NJ , v1 = b NJu c = NJu , and the size N = NJ = v1u is optimal.
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Coverage: Consider the coverage of any pair of different columns in the expanded array according to the following
six cases.
(1) Two columns not expanded from the orthogonal array: All symbol pairs are included because they remain from
the orthogonal array rows.
(2) One column not expanded from the orthogonal array and one column expanded: As in Theorem 1 all symbol pairs
are included because they remain from the orthogonal array rows.
(3) Two columns expanded from the same orthogonal array column j : As in Theorem 1 all symbol pairs are included
because (a) each symbol is paired with itself in a row from the orthogonal array, and (b) each symbol is paired
with all the other symbols in the expansion rows from the ordered design for column j .
(4) Two columns expanded from different orthogonal array columns: All symbol pairs are included because they
remain from the orthogonal array rows.
(5) One incremented column and one column not expanded: (a) For symbols from Zu in the incremented column,
all symbol pairs are included because they remain from the orthogonal array rows. (b) Each additional symbol
from Zv1 in the incremented column is paired with each of the u symbols in the unexpanded column in one of the
pairing subarray rows.
(6) One incremented column and one column expanded: (a) For symbols from Zu in the incremented column, all
symbol pairs are included because they remain from the orthogonal array rows. (b) Each additional symbol from
Zv1 in the incremented column is paired with each of the w j symbols in w j rows in the column of the Latin
rectangle of the pairing subarray corresponding to this symbol.
These cases are the only choices for a pair of columns, so the resulting array is a covering array. 
Corollary. If s ≤ n − 2 or there is an expansion column with w j = u, and u does not divide NJ , there is a larger,
optimal mixed covering array
MCA
(
u
⌈
NJ
u
⌉
; n − s +
s∑
j=1
m
r j
j ,
⌈
NJ
u
⌉1
un−s−1
s∏
j=1
w
m
r j
j
j
)
.
Proof. The proof is similar to Theorem 3. The leftover subarray is constructed with u rows allowing the largest
alphabet size to be d NJu e rather than b NJu c. 
Theorem 3 and its corollary provide a way to extend [5, Thm. 6.1] in a manner similar to that of [9, Thm. 3.1]. New
arrays are constructed from smaller ones by increasing the largest alphabet size in one of the columns. The associated
column expansions depend on the use of ingredients with a specific structure, i.e. Latin ordered designs whose Latin
rectangles are paired with each new value of the incremented column. Generally this expansion technique need not be
restricted to mixed covering arrays derived from orthogonal arrays. However we do so here because our focus is on
constructing optimal and near-optimal arrays. Section 4 develops these ideas further by incorporating a more general
set of ingredients to construct optimal arrays in which the numbers of columns of each alphabet size are maximized.
Table 2 gives small examples illustrating Theorem 3. It lists parameters for mixed covering arrays of size N > u2
with 2 or 3 alphabet sizes. Applicable values for the column expansion degree r are given. An array size is optimal
when equal to the product of the alphabet sizes of the 2 columns with the largest alphabet sizes. The size of the array is
optimal when the column expansion number s ≤ n− 2 or there is an expansion column with w = u, and u divides N .
The size of the array is near-optimal when the column expansion number s ≤ n − 2 or there is an expansion column
with w = u, and u does not divide N ; in this case N < v1u + u. If not specified, s takes its maximum value for
optimal or near-optimal array size: (a) when w = u, s = n − 1, and (b) when n = 3 and w < u, s = 1.
For array size N = u2 the inequality from Theorem 1,
rw(w − 1) ≤ u(u − w),
provides two conditions for optimal size. First the upper bound on the column expansion degree for alphabet size w
is given by
r ≤
⌊
u(u − w)
w(w − 1)
⌋
.
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Table 2
Parameters for mixed covering arrays from Latin ordered design column expansion, with size N > u2 and 2 or 3 alphabet sizes
u n w m r N v1 k1 v2 k2 v3 k3
2 3 2 2 >0 2(r + 2) r + 2 1 2 2r+1
3 4 2 2 2 10 3 4− s 2 22s
2 2 >2 2(r + 3) b 2r3 c + 2 1 3 3− s 2 2r s
3 3 >0 3(2r + 3) 2r + 3 1 3 3r+1
4 5 2 2 5 18 4 5− s 2 25s
2 2 >5 2(r + 4) b r2 c + 2 1 4 4− s 2 2r s
3 3 1 18 4 5− s 3 3s
3 3 >1 6(r + 2) b 3r2 c + 3 1 4 4− s 3 3r s
4 4 >0 4(3r + 4) 3r + 4 1 4 4r+1
5 6 2 2 8, 9 2(r + 5) 5 6− s 2 2r s
2 2 >9 2(r + 5) b 2r5 c + 2 1 5 5− s 2 2r s
3 3 2 27 5 6− s 3 32s
3 3 >2 3(2r + 5) b 6r5 c + 3 1 5 5− s 3 3r s
4 4 >0 4(3r + 5) b 12r5 c + 4 1 5 5− s 4 4r s
5 5 >0 5(4r + 5) 4r + 5 1 5 5r+1
6 3 2 2 13, 14 2(r + 6) 6 2 2 2r
2 2 >14 2(r + 6) b r3 c + 2 1 6 1 2 2r
3 3 >3 6(r + 3) r + 3 1 6 1 3 3r
4 4 >1 12(r + 2) 2(r + 2) 1 6 1 4 4r
5 5 >0 10(2r + 3) b 10r3 c + 5 1 6 1 5 5r
6 2 >0 6(5r + 6) 5r + 6 1 6 2r+1
We also have an upper bound on w for a given u and r = 1
w ≤
⌊
−1
2
(u − 1)+ 1
2
√
5u2 − 2u + 1
⌋
.
For size N > u2, w ≤ u, and there is no upper bound for r . Instead, for optimal arrays we require that the size
N be the product of the alphabet sizes of the 2 columns with the largest alphabet sizes. This in turn requires u to
divide rw(w − 1) + uw for the expansion column requiring the most rows. Because u always divides the uw term,
the requirement is for u to divide rw(w − 1), which will happen in two special cases, as well as others: (a) For large
enough column expansion degrees, there will be values of r divisible by u. (b) Depending on the properties of u and
w, u may divide w(w − 1). This second case is of interest because it has the potential for optimal arrays with any
value of r .
Theorem 4. Given an integer u > 1 with b distinct prime factors, there are 2b − 1 integers w, 1 < w ≤ u, for which
u divides w(w − 1).
Proof. For u to divide w(w − 1) any maximal prime power q which divides u will also divide w(w − 1). Thus
w(w − 1) = 0 (mod q), and w = 0 (mod q) or w = 1 (mod q) because w and w − 1 are relatively prime. Moreover,
for q1 a product of maximal prime powers which divides u, w = 0 (mod q1) or w = 1 (mod q1) because the maximal
prime powers which divide u are relatively prime. We select a factoring of u = q1q2 and use the Chinese remainder
theorem to solve the system w = 0 (mod q1), w = 1 (mod q2). There are 2b − 2 ways to divide the b maximal prime
powers of u into 2 relatively prime factors. Each of these factorings leads to a distinct value of w < u. In addition
there is the value w = u for which u divides w(w − 1). Thus there are 2b − 1 values w ≤ u, for which u divides
w(w − 1). 
Theorem 4 shows that when u is not a prime power, there are values of w < u from which optimal arrays can
be constructed with any value of r . For r ≤ b u(u−w)
w(w−1)c, the construction of Theorem 2 is used; for larger values of r ,
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Table 3
Expansion sequence of mixed covering arrays from Latin ordered design column expansion with u = 5
MCA(25; 135, 54332128)
MCA(30; 1037, 61533921024)
MCA(35; 4130, 71524432724096)
MCA(40; 32856, 815244381232768)
MCA(45; 131342, 9151041632432131072)
MCA(50; 1048846, 101510416324321048576)
Theorem 3 can yield an optimal array because u divides w(w − 1). Small examples include w = 3 or 4 for u = 6,
w = 5 or 6 for u = 10, w = 4 or 9 for u = 12, w = 7 or 8 for u = 14, etc.
4. Optimization of the number of columns k j
This section describes the use of additional expansion ingredient types, which enable an optimization of the number
of factors for each alphabet size. To limit the discussion scope we restrict attention to optimal arrays. However, it is
important to note that these ideas are equally applicable to near-optimal arrays, and to recall that in some cases near-
optimal arrays may be of minimal size. Within this narrowed scope we consider sequences of arrays obtained by
incrementing v1 while bounding the column expansion degrees for optimal sizes. Table 3 illustrates this concept with
an optimal sequence for u = 5. The column expansion degree bounds in the sequence are analogous to those of
Theorem 2 and Table 1, but with N = v1u ≥ u2 now. The corresponding inequality is r jw j (w j − 1) ≤ u(v1 − w j ),
from which we define bounds on the LOD column expansion degree and LOD order below.
Generally, if there are enough expansion rows, the expansion ingredients need not be restricted to Latin ordered
designs. Combinations of LODs, ODs, and CAs are possible expansion ingredients, subject to the following
constraints.
Latin ordered design expansion
For a column expansion with LOD(w j (w j − 1);m j , w j ), the expansion degree cannot exceed R(LOD)j the LOD
column expansion degree upper bound:
r j ≤ R(LOD)j =
⌊
u(v1 − w j )
w j (w j − 1)
⌋
.
The alphabet size cannot exceed W (LOD) the LOD order upper bound:
w j ≤ W (LOD) =
⌊
−1
2
(u − 1)+ 1
2
√
u2 + 2(2v1 − 1)u + 1
⌋
.
Ordered design expansion (not LOD)
For a column expansion with OD(w j (w j−1);m j , w j ), the expansion degree cannot exceed R(OD)j the OD column
expansion degree upper bound:
r ′j ≤ R(OD)j =
⌊
v1(u − w j )
w j (w j − 1)
⌋
.
The alphabet size cannot exceed W (OD) the OD order upper bound:
w j ≤ W (OD) =
⌊
−1
2
(v1 − 1)+ 12
√
v21 + 2(2u − 1)v1 + 1
⌋
.
Here the number of available expansion rows is reduced from u(v1 − w j ) to v1(u − w j ) to allow for v1 − u Latin
rectangles to be placed in the pairing subarrays.
Covering array expansion
For a column expansion with CA(M j ; l j , w j ), the expansion degree cannot exceed R(CA)j the CA column expansion
degree upper bound:
r ′′j ≤ R(CA)j =
⌊
v1(u − w j )
(M j − 1)
⌋
.
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Table 4
Parameters for mixed covering arrays from expansion ingredient optimization with 2 or 3 alphabet sizes, u ≤ 4 and v1 ≤ 8
u n w r N v1 k1 v2 k2 v3 k3 Expansion ingredients
2 3 2 1 . . . 6 2(r + 2) r + 2 1 2 2r+1 LOD(2; 2, 2)r
3 4 2 0 9 3 4− s 2 3s OA(4; 3, 2)1
2 1 . . . 5 3(r + 3) r + 3 1 3 3− s 2 2r (r+3b r2 c+1)s LOD(2; 2, 2)
r
CA(r + 4; ( r+3b r2 c+1), 2)
1
3 1, 2 3(2r + 3) 2r + 3 1 3 3r+1 LOD(6; 3, 3)r
6(r + 2) 2(r + 2) 1 3 3r+1
4 5 2 0 16 4 5− s 2 (83)s CA(9; (83), 2)1
2 1 . . . 4 4(r + 4) r + 4 1 4 4− s 2 2r (2(r+4)r+3 )s LOD(2; 2, 2)r
CA(2r + 9; (2(r+4)r+3 ), 2)1
3 1 20 5 1 4 4− s 3 3s LOD(6; 3, 3)1
3 1 24 6 1 4 4− s 3 9s LOD(6; 3, 3)1
28 7 1 4 4− s 3 9s OD(6; 3, 3)1
3 2 32 8 1 4 4− s 3 36s LOD(6; 3, 3)2
OA(9; 4, 3)1
4 1 28 7 1 4 16 LOD(12; 4, 4)1
32 8 1 4 16
The alphabet size cannot exceed W (OA) the OA order upper bound:
w j ≤ W (OA) =
⌊
−1
2
v1 + 12
√
v21 + 4v1u + 4
⌋
.
In this case, no more than M j − 1 expansion rows are needed because an appropriate change of symbols can make
one of the CA rows constant, and thus unnecessary in the expansion. We also use the fact that the smallest covering
array of order w j is the orthogonal array (w2j ≤ M j ) in defining the upper bound on the CA alphabet size.
Tables 4–6 list parameters for small examples of mixed covering arrays from expansion ingredient optimizations.
The arrays have 2 or 3 alphabet sizes, and v1 ≤ 8. Applicable values for the LOD column expansion degree r are
given. The size of the array is optimal when the column expansion number s ≤ n− 2 or there is an expansion column
with w = u. If not specified, s takes its maximum value for optimal array size: (a) when w = u, s = n − 1, and (b)
when n = 3 and w < u, s = 1. Arrays used in the constructions include an OA(u2; n, u) and the indicated expansion
ingredients. The exponent with each expansion ingredient shows the column expansion degree for using that array.
Expansion ingredients in the optimization included Latin ordered designs, ordered designs, and covering arrays
for which R(CA)j ≥ 1. For w j = 2, the well known CA(N ; (N−1d N2 e ), 2) arrays [3,7,8,12] were candidates. For w j ≥ 3,
arrays from recent existence tables [4] were candidates. Covering arrays with sizes up to one more than v1(u − w j ),
the number of available expansion rows, were included in the optimization. To find the maximum number of columns
for w j , the values for k j were computed for all column expansion degrees satisfying the applicable constraints.
Within this limited parameter space (v1 ≤ 8), we observe a simple pattern in the optimization results. The alphabet
size w is characterized by one of three size ranges:
w ≤ W (OA): In this range there is a sufficient number of expansion rows to use a covering array column expansion,
with Latin ordered design expansions if v1 > u. The typical result has a LOD expansion degree r of b v1−uw−1 c or
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Table 5
Parameters for mixed covering arrays from expansion ingredient optimization with 2 or 3 alphabet sizes, 5 ≤ u ≤ 6 and v1 ≤ 8
u n w r N v1 k1 v2 k2 v3 k3 Expansion ingredients
5 6 2 0 25 5 6− s 2 (157 )s CA(16; (157 ), 2)1
2 1 . . . 3 5(r + 5) r + 5 1 5 5− s 2 2r (3(r+5)b 3r2 c+7
)s LOD(2; 2, 2)r
CA(3r + 16; (3(r+5)b 3r2 c+7
), 2)1
3 0 25 5 6− s 3 5s CA(11; 5, 3)1
3 1 30 6 1 5 5− s 3 12s LOD(6; 3, 3)1
OA(9; 4, 3)1
3 1 35 7 1 5 5− s 3 60s LOD(6; 3, 3)1
CA(15; 20, 3)1
3 2 40 8 1 5 5− s 3 90s LOD(6; 3, 3)2
CA(14; 10, 3)1
4 1 35 7 1 5 5− s 4 4s LOD(12; 4, 4)1
40 8 1 5 5− s 4 4s
6 3 2 0 36 6 2 2 (2411) CA(25; (2411), 2)1
2 1, 2 6(r + 6) r + 6 1 6 1 2 2r (4(r+6)2r+11 ) LOD(2; 2, 2)r
CA(4r + 25; (4(r+6)2r+11 ), 2)1
3 0 36 6 2 3 36 CA(19; 36, 3)1
3 1 42 7 1 6 1 3 108 LOD(6; 3, 3)1
CA(19; 36, 3)1
3 1 48 8 1 6 1 3 522 LOD(6; 3, 3)1
CA(25; 174, 3)1
4 0 36 6 2 4 4 OD(12; 4, 4)1
42 7 1 6 1 4 4
4 1 48 8 1 6 1 4 16 LOD(12; 4, 4)1
OD(12; 4, 4)1
d v1−u
w−1 e. (The ratio v1−uw−1 is the number of Latin rectangles needed in the pairing subarrays divided by the number
available from a LOD expansion.) The covering array expansion uses the CA with the highest degree for which the
CA column expansion degree is 1.
W (OA) < w ≤ W (OD): In this range there are not enough expansion rows to use a covering array column expansion.
There are enough expansion rows to use an ordered design expansion, with Latin ordered design expansions if
v1 > u. The typical result has a LOD expansion degree r of b v1−uw−1 c or d v1−uw−1 e. The ordered design expansion uses
the OD with the highest degree. The OD column expansion degree is 1. (If the OD column expansion degree were
≥ 2, there would be enough expansion rows for an OA column expansion, and the OA might have a higher degree
than the OD.)
W (OD) < w ≤ W (LOD): In this range there are not enough expansion rows to use an ordered design column
expansion unless it is a Latin ordered design expansion. The typical result has a LOD expansion degree r =
b u(v1−w)
w(w−1) c.
This simple pattern can be expected to have exceptions. For example, in the case where u = 6, w = 4 and v1 = 8
(Table 5, last row), there are enough expansion rows for an OA column expansion without a LOD expansion. However
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Table 6
Parameters for mixed covering arrays from expansion ingredient optimization with 2 or 3 alphabet sizes, 7 ≤ u ≤ 8 and v1 ≤ 8
u n w r N v1 k1 v2 k2 v3 k3 Expansion ingredients
7 8 2 0 49 7 8− s 2 (3517)s CA(36; (3517), 2)1
2 1 56 8 1 7 7− s 2 2(4019)s LOD(2; 2, 2)1
CA(41; (4019), 2)1
3 0 49 7 8− s 3 474s CA(29; 474, 3)1
3 1 56 8 1 7 7− s 3 1782s LOD(6; 3, 3)1
CA(30; 594, 3)1
4 0 49 7 8− s 4 8s CA(22; 8, 4)1
4 1 56 8 1 7 7− s 4 20s LOD(12; 4, 4)1
OA(16; 5, 4)1
5 1 56 8 1 7 7− s 5 5s LOD(20; 5, 5)1
8 9 2 0 64 8 9− s 2 (4823)s CA(49; (4823), 2)1
3 0 64 8 9− s 3 8238s CA(41; 8238, 3)1
4 0 64 8 9− s 4 34s CA(33; 34, 4)1
5 0 64 8 9− s 5 6s OA(25; 6, 5)1
Table 7
Improved expansion sequence of mixed covering arrays from expansion ingredient optimization with u = 5
MCA(25; 6444, 543526435)
MCA(30; 87532, 6153312287516)
MCA(35; 1410931, 71524436021410864)
MCA(40; 19969249, 815244390219969152)
MCA(45; 320933151, 9151041633242320932800)
MCA(50; 4653526437, 101510416381024653525600)
the combination of a LOD expansion and an OD expansion yields 16 columns with alphabet size 4, compared with 5
columns from the OA expansion alone.
Within the limited parameter space of Tables 4–6, the distinction between LOD expansions and OD expansions is
somewhat artificial. Here each of the w values is a prime power, so the degrees of the corresponding LOD and OD
arrays are the same. However, with larger parameter values, use of the different ingredients can affect the optimization
results. For example, a MCA(117; 10 + 5s, 13199−s66s) can be constructed from an OA(81; 10, 9) expanded with a
LOD(30; 2, 6)1 and an OD(30; 3, 6)1. If the expansion had used LOD(30; 2, 6)2 instead, only 4s columns for alphabet
size 6 would result.
Table 7 illustrates the expansion ingredient optimization to improve on the expansion sequence given in Table 3.
For the array of size 35 and alphabet size 2, the expansion ingredients are LOD(2; 2, 2)2 and CA(22; (2110), 2)1; they
use 4+ 21 = 25 expansion rows and provide the 2 Latin rectangles needed. In the same array, for alphabet size 3, the
expansion ingredients are LOD(6; 3, 3)1 and CA(15; 20, 3)1; they use 6 + 14 = 20 expansion rows and provide the
2 Latin rectangles needed. The numbers of columns for these two alphabet sizes are both improved compared to the
corresponding parameters in Table 3. Numbers of columns for larger alphabet sizes are not affected in this example.
Finally we note that the k2 and k3 values of Tables 4–6 represent lower bounds on the number of columns
which can be constructed with the alphabet size w, given u, n, v1, and the available expansion ingredients. A trivial
upper bound can be derived from the covering array numbers for alphabet size w. The covering array number
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CAN(k′, w) is the minimum size N ′ for which there is a CA(N ′; k′, w). We choose the smallest covering array
number CAN(k′, w) > Nopt, the size of the optimal mixed covering array. Then we must have the total number of
columns in the mixed array k < k′. If instead k ≥ k′, then using symbol fusion on the mixed array we would have a
CA(Nopt; k′, w), which would contradict the definition of the covering array number. The upper bound on the number
of columns for alphabet size w is k′ less the number of columns in the mixed array with alphabet sizes > w.
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